Abstract-Wireless sensor networks (WSN) are attractive for information gathering in large-scale data rich environments. Emerging WSN applications require dissemination of information to interested clients within the network requiring support for differing traffic patterns. Further, in-network query processing capabilities are required for autonomic information discovery. In this paper, we formulate the information discovery problem as a load-balancing problem, with the combined aim being to maximize network lifetime and minimize query processing delay. We propose novel methods for data dissemination, information discovery and data aggregation that are designed to provide significant QoS benefits. We make use of affinity propagation to group "similar" sensors and have developed efficient mechanisms that can resolve both ALL-type and ANY-type queries in-network with improved energy-efficiency and query resolution time. Simulation results prove the proposed method(s) of information discovery offer significant QoS benefits for ALL-type and ANYtype queries in comparison to previous approaches.
I. INTRODUCTION
Traditionally, the communication pattern in WSNs has been assumed to be many-to-one; i.e., numerous sensors gather information which is routed to a central point commonly referred to as the sink. However, many emerging applications for WSNs require dissemination of information to interested clients within the network requiring support for differing traffic patterns. Military applications where the soldiers in a battlefield "query" for enemy presence or fire-fighters in a building querying for areas of high temperature are some examples. Further, the time and/or life critical nature of these applications place more stringent quality of service (QoS) requirements on the discovery process. This need is the main motivation for our work.
Strategies for information discovery can be proactive or reactive. Sensors that gather information or detect an event can "push" this information out to every sensor in the network or wait for a sensor to "pull" this information through querying. While pure push or pull based methods are possible, the efficiency of the two methods varies and depends on the demand for information [1] .
In this paper, we formulate the information discovery problem as a load-balancing problem, with the combined aim being to maximize network lifetime and minimize query processing delay. We have developed a novel information storage and distribution mechanism that takes into account the residual energy levels in individual sensors. Further, we propose a hybrid push-pull strategy that enables fast response to information discovery queries. The proposed information storage and data dissemination model uses a distributed algorithm to construct multiple energy-rich trees rooted at the information producing node. In addition we propose a novel method of sensor grouping that increases the energy-efficiency of the information discovery process. Our work differs from other recent developments within this space [2] , [3] , [4] in that we do not employ greedy mechanisms for information dissemination, depend on topological constraints or require knowledge of information location.
II. RELATED WORK
Early research into optimal structures for information discovery in large-scale sensor networks can be traced back to directed diffusion [5] and rumor routing [6] . Ratnasamy et al., [2] propose the use of a geographic hash table (GHT) for data-centric storage. When a node generates data or an event this information is stored by name at a location within the sensor network. This location is identified based on the value of a key that hashes to geographic coordinates within the network. Sarkar et al., [3] propose the Double Rulings scheme for information brokerage as an extension to the basic GHTs hashing. They choose a rendezvous node along a continuous curve with data of the same type being hashed to the same location. Data retrieval is accomplished by the retrieval curve intersecting with the data delivery curve which either contains pointers to the data location or the data (if replication is performed on all nodes along the curve). The double rulings scheme improves on the GHT method in that it allows for distance sensitive query resolution. However, the choice of nodes in the replication and retrieval curves are not energysensitive and hence both schemes suffer from energy inefficiencies. Fang et al., [4] , propose a landmark-based strategy that combines the GHT with a double ruling scheme without the requirement for sensor nodes to be location-aware. In a pre-processing stage the landmark Voronoi complex (LVC) and its dual the combinatorial Delaunay graph (CDG) are computed in order to capture the global topology of the sensor field. This abstraction requires a significant amount of preprocessing in large dense networks and restricts the scheme to static deployments with little or no topology changes.
Recently (in 2007) Liu et al., [1] proposed a hybrid pushpull approach to simulate a comb-needle for data dissemination and retrieval. In a sensor grid, a node that generates data pushes its data vertically above and below its location to build a vertical needle of length l. When a sensor has a query, the query is then pushed out horizontally every s vertical hops with the resulting routing structure representing a comb. This process is reversed to construct a reverse comb when the frequency of queries is higher than the frequency of events. The main drawback of the approach is the lack of any attempt to balance the load in the network. A node generating a large number of events will always replicate its data along the same path using the same nodes. Apart from the storage limitations of sensor nodes, such a static approach will impact negatively on the network lifetime.
III. PRELIMINARIES
We note that current approaches for data dissemination in WSNs adopt a data-centric approach that is not responsive to the current state of individual sensors. As stated earlier, the data replication strategies employed are based on distance based greedy methods. These routing strategies are energyinefficient [7] .
We propose the use of an energy-efficient hybrid push-pull strategy that is responsive to the current state of the individual sensor nodes. The aim of such an approach is to balance the data load across the network with a resulting increase in the network lifetime and decrease in the cost of query resolution. Choice of the data replication nodes is based on the "state" of individual sensors. We capture the state using a node selection metric that is defined below.
A. Node Selection Metric
We seek to optimize three criteria: residual node energy, occupied buffer and distance gain. The motivation for including these three criteria are: by maximizing residual node energy ε x , we can increase network lifetime; by minimizing the occupied buffer space b x , we can increase the persistence of data which can decrease the query resolution cost and by maximizing the distance gain d x , we can achieve a larger network coverage in terms of data dissemination. We therefore define the metric
where C is a constant. The data replication node X is then added to the tree based on the following condition,
Based on the node selection metric we force nodes to contend with each other to serve as a data replication node using a distributed algorithm (similar to [7] ). The node selection algorithm is built on the underlying MAC protocol that is assumed to be CSMA with RTS/CTS. For the protocol description we refer the reader to our previous work [7] . 
IV. THE CROSSROADS APPROACH TO INFORMATION DISCOVERY
The crossroads approach is based on perimeter aggregation of events and the construction of energy-efficient query paths for information discovery. We present the details below.
A. Perimeter Aggregation
We propose a method of data dissemination where the data in the network is pushed towards the edges of the network. The branches of the data replication tree terminate when the branches reach the edge of the network. The result of this construction a non-regular crossroad that is centered on the information producing node. At each point along the replication tree the nodes contend to act as a replication point resulting in the construction of an energy-rich tree that is dynamic and adaptive to the current state of the network. To the best of our knowledge this is the first attempt at energyefficient information dissemination in a wireless sensor network. In all previous work, the replication tree was constructed using a static rule base [2] , [3] , [4] . A snapshot of a data replication crossroad is presented in Fig. 1 . Periodically, the nodes along each edge execute a data aggregation process where the aggregation point (AP) is chosen dynamically based on energy-levels. Once aggregation has been performed along each edge, a global type query has to be simply routed towards the nearest edge and towards the aggregation point. This can reduce the query resolution cost quite significantly.
B. Information Discovery
In sensor network different types of queries can be identified. We refer to a query type as global (ALL-type) if a node is requiring all instances of the occurrence of an event. An example in a battlefield application is, "Where are all the tanks in the network?" or in the fire-fighting example, "Which locations in the building have a temperature that is > 60 degrees?" To resolve such a query the query needs to collect information form all nodes in the network that have detected the presence of a tank. ANY-type queries are those where interest is restricted to a/any occurrence of the event. In battlefield situations an ANY-type query can be "Are there any tanks in Query resolution using the nearest perimeter approach for an ALLtype query in a n × n grid network. The query from node Q is routed first to the nearest perimeter and then along the edge to the aggregation point (AP ).
the network?". The resolving of such a query can be terminated as soon as the presence of a tank has been detected. For ALL-type queries we propose the nearest perimeter approach that exploits perimeter aggregation. For resolving ANY-type queries we propose the probabilistic right-hand sweep.
1) Nearest Perimeter Approach: When a node issues an ALL-type query we direct the query towards the nearest perimeter. Since the nodes along the perimeter replicate all events in the network and perform aggregation along each edge the cost of query resolution is equivalent to the cost of reaching the edge and the cost of reaching the aggregation point. Since all nodes are location aware it is trivial to determine the nearest edge. In Fig. 2 , node Q issues an ALL-type query, that requires information to be collected from all nodes that have detected this specific event. Nodes L and M have detected this event and constructed a replication tree whose branches terminate at the network perimeter. The query from node Q is sent towards the nearest edge which in this case is the righthand side edge. On reaching the edge, the query is forwarded to the aggregation point (AP ) which can resolve the query. The required data can then be sent to the requesting node using reverse path forwarding or any other location-based mechanism.
2) Probabilistic Right-hand Sweep: To resolve ANY-type queries we use a probabilistic method. Since ANY-type queries do not require aggregated information, we seek to resolve them in-network rather than directing the query towards the nearest edge. However, if a query cannot be resolved in-network then it is sent towards the AP . This is done in a decentralized manner when the query arrives at a network edge.
A node that generates an ANY-type query sends it to one of its neighbours chosen probabilistically. The choice of neighbour is determined by the node facing the major part of the network (i.e., away from the nearest edge), and choosing a node. Node Q with the query faces away from its nearest edge and chooses a next-hop node. As shown in Fig. 3 , the candidate nodes are U, V and W . The query is forwarded following a similar process at each hop until it reaches a branch of the replication tree or an edge node. If the query reaches an edge node then it is sent towards the AP and is either resolved along the path to the AP or as a last resort at the AP .
C. Optimization through Opportunistic Information Dissemination
A further optimization can be achieved by exploiting the broadcast nature of the wireless medium. Information can be opportunistically stored at multiple locations for the same dissemination cost. This can provide a further improvement in the QoS offered to discovery messages. As shown in Fig. 4 , when a cross-road is constructed from the producer node, the nodes that are adjacent to the crossroad overhear the transmissions. By opportunistically storing these transmissions the number of locations at which information relating to a particular event is available can be increased (in a regular n×n grid this can be upto a three-fold increase). In Fig. 4 , we show the replicated crossroad. Such an approach can significantly decrease the query resolution time for ANY-type queries as the number of locations at which an ANY-type query can be resolved is increased.
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V. SENSOR CLUSTERING BY AFFINITY PROPAGATION
Wireless Sensor Networks are intended to be deployed in environments where sensors can be exposed to conditions that might interfere with their measurements. Such conditions introduce correlations among the data measured by different sensors. Therefore, there is a high probability that individual sensors measurements are redundant due to correlation. This characteristic makes it possible to utilize clustering methods to achieve more efficient information dissemination in sensor networks.
Generally, clustering analysis aims to organize a collection of objects into groups (the clusters), so as to obtain the highest possible affinity among objects in the same group, and the highest possible differences between objects from different groups. A common approach to clustering is to learn a set of centers such that the sum of differences between objects and their nearest centers is minimal. When the centers are selected from the actual objects, they are called "exemplars". By viewing each sensor as an object, we can cluster wireless sensors until a good set of "exemplars" and corresponding clusters emerge. Consequently, these exemplars can be used as data fusion points which can help with the reducing of event pushing cost. All sensors in the same cluster form a data fusion region.
A recent development in clustering analysis is the Affinity Propagation algorithm [8] . We exploit it to provide a convenient way of dynamically grouping sensors in wireless sensor networks. Rather than sequentially examining each sensor and calculating the fitness of being an exemplar, with Affinity Propagation we use a message-passing algorithm. There are two kinds of messages exchanged between sensors, and each takes into account a different kind of competition. Messages can be combined at any stage to decide which sensors are local aggregation points, and for every other sensor, which local aggregation points it belongs to. These two messages are:
• the responsibility r(i, j), sent from sensor i to candidate data fusion point j,reflects the accumulated evidence for how well-suited sensor j is to serve as the data fusion points for sensor i, considering all other potential data fusion points j for i:
where i = j, and s(i, j) is the affinity between sensor i and sensor j. In our implementation, we define the selfresponsibility r(i, i) as the remaining energy of the sensor i, and set the affinity s(i, j) as the negative of the distance between sensor i and sensor j.
• the availability a(i, j), sent from candidate data fusion point j to sensor i, reflects the accumulated evidence for how appropriate it would be for sensor i to choose sensor j as its data fusion point, taking into consideration of the support from other sensors i that point j should be a 
the self-availability a(j, j) reflects both the energy level of sensor j, and the accumulated evidence that sensor j is a local aggregation point, based on the positive responsibilities sent to it from other sensors. To begin with, the availabilities of all sensors are initialized to zero. In the whole process, the responsibility and the availability are exchanged between neighboring sensors, and the above updating rules will be followed.
In wireless sensor networks, the energy level of the local aggregation points will decrease during network operation. Therefore, in order to increase network lifetime it is highly desirable to have a rotating capability for the sensor grouping. The message-passing property of the Affinity Propagation algorithm makes this rotation possible. At any point during the affinity propagation, the sensor j which maximizes a(i, j)+r(i, j) is identified as the data fusion points for sensor i. Accordingly, the sensor grouping strategy is also dynamic, i.e., at the very beginning of the wireless sensor network's lifetime, all sensors are with the same energy level, then the data fusion points are mainly determined by the affinity between sensors; however, as time goes by, different energy levels of sensors are taken into account by the clustering algorithm, and the data fusion points will reflect both the energy level and the affinity. Fig. 5 gives the locations of initial local aggregation points in a 20 × 20 grid. During network operation, these data fusion points will dynamically change depending on the energy levels and the sensor affinity that is calculated.
VI. PERFORMANCE EVALUATION
Performance evaluation of the proposed information discovery techniques was carried out using network simulations with OPNET Modeler 12.0. We compared our work with the comb-needle approach that was detailed in Section II. All results presented are averaged over 30 simulation runs (with random seeds) with each run of duration 180 secs. The network topology used in the simulations was a regular n × n This full text paper was peer reviewed at the direction of IEEE Communications Society subject matter experts for publication in the IEEE "GLOBECOM" 2008 proceedings.
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grid with a normalized grid spacing of 1 similar to the figures in the previous sections.
During each simulation run each node generated events following an exponential distribution with a mean inter-arrival rate of µ. We present results for µ equal to 2secs. Multiple consumer nodes were randomly chosen from within the core nodes to generate information discovery queries. Each consumer node was capable of generating both ALL-type queries which were resolved at one of the aggregation points along the nearest edge using the nearest perimeter approach; and ANYtype queries which were resolved where possible in-network using the right-hand sweep approach. Queries were generated following a Poisson distribution with a mean inter-arrival rate of λ. λ was varied from 1 to 10 secs.
To study the benefits of sensor grouping through affinity propagation, we studied the performance of the crossroads approach with and without clustering. In our simulations of the comb-needle approach the size of the needle l was set to be 3 with an inter-comb spacing s of 1. The impact of opportunistic overhearing was also studied. The communication range of each sensor node was set to a normalized range of √ 2 and we employ a CSMA MAC protocol with RTS/CTS, random back-offs and delayed sends.
Three main performance metrics were studied for both ALL-type queries and ANY-type queries using the crossroads approach and the comb needle approach. The metrics of interest were:
• Information discovery cost: The sum of the data dissemination cost and the information retrieval cost in terms of energy consumed in the network.
• Query resolution delay: The average time taken to resolve a particular query; and • Query discovery ratio: The ratio between the number information discovery queries generated and the number of queries that were successfully resolved. These three metrics taken together provide information on the effectiveness and completeness of the proposed approach in providing energy-efficiency and improving QoS (specifically latency).
In Fig. 6 , we present the results for the information discovery cost for ALL-type queries following a Poisson distribution. We observe that the total cost of information discovery is approximately the same for both the CN and the CR approaches with the CN being slightly higher. This is along expected lines as the simulation is designed to compare the worst case pushing cost of the CR approach (i.e., all core nodes function as producers) with the best case pushing cost of the CN approach (since the needle length is set to 3). Hence the information discovery cost for CR is dominated by the pushing cost which will not be the case under normal network operation. Importantly, we observe that the clustering approach offers significant reduction in the information discovery cost. We observe for there are gains of between 40%(at high interarrival times)-50% (under low interarrival times). It is to be noted that when the demand for information is high in the network (i.e., the number of consumers is high), the information discovery cost will be dominated by the query resolution cost. In such a scenario the CR approach will outperform the CN approach even when there is no clustering employed.
The results for ANY-type queries are presented in Fig. 7 . We observe similar trends as ALL-type queries. The information discovery cost is approximately the same for CN and the CR approaches. However, the CR approach with clustering and opportunistic overhearing performs the best offering significant benefits in terms of the information discovery cost. We observe benefits of upto 40%. Fig. 8 presents the query resolution delay for the combneedle and the crossroads approach for ALL-type queries when the information discovery queries arrive according to an Poisson distribution. It can be observed that the Crossroads scheme outperforms the comb-needle scheme quite significantly. The mean query resolution time is reduced by almost 75% at both high and low query inter-arrival rates. The performance results for ANY-type query resolution is presented for the comb-needle, crossroads and optimised crossroads methods of information discovery in Fig. 9 . We observe that at a high query frequency (i.e. with λ = 1) the query resolution delay for an ANY-type query is reduced by more than 80% using the crossroads approach. At lower interThis full text paper was peer reviewed at the direction of IEEE Communications Society subject matter experts for publication in the IEEE "GLOBECOM" 2008 proceedings. arrival rates, for instance λ = 10 the delay is reduced by almost 65%. We can also note that the optimized crossroads approach offers comparable if not even better performance. We note that at lower inter-arrival rates such as λ = 10 the optimized crossroads approach outperforms the standard crossroads approach by 35% and the comb-needle approach by almost 80%.
The performance gains offered by the crossroads approach in reducing the query resolution delay is only significant if the crossroads approach can resolve more or an equivalent number of queries in comparison to the comb-needle approach. Performance results for query discovery ratio (QDR) are presented in Fig. 10 -Fig. 11 . For ALL-type queries we observe that at very high inter-arrival rates say λ = 1 the QDR is quite low for both schemes. However, the crossroads approach outperforms the comb-needle approach quite significantly at lower inter-arrival rates. For instance it can be observed that at λ = 5 combneedle has a QDR of 40% while the QDR using the crossroads approach is more than 70%. For ANY-type queries we observe that all three schemes exhibit very high QDR values (QDR=1) for lower inter-arrival rates. However, at high inter-arrival rates the crossroad schemes outperform the comb-needle approach quite significantly with the optimized approach giving us the best performance.
VII. CONCLUSION AND FUTURE WORK
In this paper, we have formulated the information discovery problem as a load-balancing problem, with the combined aim being to maximize network lifetime and minimize query processing delay. We have developed novel methods for data dissemination and information discovery. In addition we presented a method of sensor clustering using affinity propagation that can offer significant savings in the information discovery cost. Simulation results prove that the proposed approach offers significant network lifetime and QoS benefits for both ALL-Type and ANY-type queries. We are currently working on extending the proposed approach to random sensor network deployments in mobile/vehicular platforms.
